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Abstract- With the advancement of  social media its easy to create banners, pictures, videos etc for any brand for purpose 

of advertisement. Facebook pages of brands of different companies allows to create awareness among people. Now a days 

its too easy to follow any brand page on Facebook just clicking ‘Like” button on particular page of brand, after that 

consumer will get updates, information automatically on regular basis. With the advancement of social media, marketing 

strategies are also changing. Social media marketing uses six terms which will effect the marketing activities such as 

Online Communities, Interaction, Sharing of Content, Accessibility, and credibility. Traditional way of communication 

has been changed by use of social media between consumers and brands, which will give positive influence for promotion 

of brand. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advancement of Social media competition in business become tougher. As social media user are increases 

day by day. First social media was Friendster, which was created by British programmer named Jonathan Abrams in 

2002. Jonathan Abrams managed to popularize Friensster to Asia. But Friendster could not last long. After that 

Facebook was invented by Mark Zuckerberg and his roommates Eduardo Saverin, Dustin Moskovitz, Andrew 

McCollum and Chris Hughes at Harvard University (Daniel, 2013).  

In a Facebook “Like” button on Facebook was first introduced to public in April,2010 (Kerpen, 2011). On an 

average in a single day Like button receive one billion clicks every day which will allow user to express approval of 

pages, photos, statuses, articles, and more. Kerpen (2011). At Presenty Facebook is the largest social media site 

which have millions of users( (“Fact Sheet,” 2012). Fan pages create an online presence for a brand and allow the 

brand to actively engage with its publics. To join the community, a user simply has to click the like button to 

subscribe to information and updates from the brand. For promoting any Brand user of social media has a great role 

due to that reason each brand have a page on Facebook and updating information  about their product on Facebook 

page for sharing with consumers. By posting any post about their product in millisecond information about any 

product will be flow to number of people with an very effective way. Due to that reason now a days each brand 

using social media for promoting their brands with an easy and effective way. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Facebook will be effective for a brand only if after clicking on Like button on any post on brand page, purchasing 

intention of consumer will increase. At Present, marketing is a very vast field and it changes their strategies day by 

day according to requirements. At the technology advance way of communication also changes, according to 

requirements. Such as, now each brand finding new or effective ways for communication with consumer so that sale 

of brand will increase with an effective manner. Two types of approaches has been categorized traditional and non-

traditional for interacting customers. TV and newspapers are examples of such traditional media. Each brand want to 

use non-traditional approaches to target their customers. It has also been observed that customer will attract more 

with non-traditional approaches such as Social media. Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, and Twitter are used to share 

experiences whether good or negative 

Facebooks economics impact on marketing effect, connectivity effect, Platform effect:- 

-Marketing effects: Facebook provides the economics effects to all the business which uses Facebook for as a 

marketing platform, and provide facility to business to directly connect with customers. 

-Connectivity effect: With the increase of economics in business, sales of mobile and internet connectivity also 

make impact on economics. 

-Platform effects: Platform effect is most important amongst Marketing effect and Connectivity effect. With the 

impact on marketing, connectivity, impact in the developer app economy also increases. 

 

2.1 Viral Advertising  

Viral promoting has turned into a manner by which retailers are showcasing and giving more data on their brands or 

items. A viral way to deal with internet publicizing has a noteworthy preferred standpoint since correspondence is 

more focused to a brand's proposed buyer (Bampo et al., 2008). This can be credited to the way that "viral 

correspondence manages the advertiser a more prominent level of artistic freedom through a message conveyance 

medium that is progressively cozy and customized, accordingly improving the probability of achieving hard to get 
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gathering of people individuals" (Bampo et al. 2008, 274). Various investigations of viral publicizing have 

discovered that humor, sexuality, stealth, and positive encounters are applicable elements that add to the 

accomplishment of viral promoting. 

 

2.2 Social Media 

Social media is an array of internet based tool and platform. Social media not only linked with regular internet user 

but has also linked with the business as well. Primarily, email has been used to share information among people. 

Social media operate in form of dialogic transmission system i.e many sources to many receivers. Social media pay 

an important role in modern life as social media make information accessible to the wider public. Social media will 

only consist of user generated contents. Now, user are the central part of picture by which distinction between 

consumer and producer become less. Social media sites are rich source of information. For giving own views (in 

form of posts) and responds on other person’s posts or any organization’s view about any topic in a freely manner 

can be done on social media in these days. With the popularization of social media, it will effect the way of 

communication, creating content etc. 

 

2.3 Virtual Brand Community  

A primary subject being considered including online networking as a promoting device is Virtual Brand 

Communities (VBC). "VBC can be depicted as collections of customers that happen on the web due to their 

enthusiasm for some brand or item" (Muniz and O'Guinn as refered to in Georgi and Mink 2012, 3). In particular, a 

brand network is a gathering of individuals who share a similar enthusiasm for a specific brand or item (Casaló, 

Favián and Guinalíu 2008). Generally speaking, VBC's are "the site[s] of complex brand meaning creation and 

utilization endeavors" (Muñiz and Jensen Schau, 2007). Casaló, Favián and Guinalíu (2008) found when a part is 

trusting of the VBC that they are a piece of, it builds their measure of investment, and purchasers who have a 

positive interest experience are increasingly faithful to the brand. Trust is a focal viewpoint to ensure the VBC's 

survival. Cha (2009) reasons that security is a main consideration influencing a purchaser's suppositions toward long 

range interpersonal communication locales and can at last effect trust. Since VBCs rely upon individual clients' 

cooperation, both gathering solidarity and mindfulness can fortify clients' fulfillment with a VBC (Casaló, Favián 

and Guinalíu 2008).  

 

2.4 Marketing Communication 

Marketing Communication can be defined as the methodologies and tactics adopted by the companies to convey the 

messages in a unique and creative manner to their existing and prospective customers about their offerings 

of products and services. The messaging communication is either direct or indirect in nature with an intention to 

persuade the customers to indulge in the purchase of the products and services. 

 

2.5 Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness is a term which was defined as “strength of a brand’s presence in the consumers’ mind”. With the 

awareness of Brand customer can easily able to remember the particular brand from a group pf different brands. 

Brand associations can be assumed as “whatever customer connects to brand. It can involve customer image-

making, outline of the product, consumer’s conditions, company awareness, product/service characteristics, signs 

and symbols”. Brand awareness connected with strong associations generates a specific brand image. Brand 

associations involve numerous episodes, ideas, facts, and instances that include a network of brand knowledge. 

These associations are vital to marketers and directors in brand positioning and differentiation practices, as well as 

generating positive attitudes toward brands. Additionally, brand associations are more effective when they are built 

on many experiences or exposures to communications 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Taking everything into account, it has 

established that retailers can build awareness of their brand by being innovative while connecting with clients on 

social media locales. "As more customers are utilizing social media (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, and 

LinkedIn). 

From the marketing perspective it is clear that for promoting brand by any company social media is a best way to 

increase business. Social media gives a significant influence on the enhancement of the product attraction to the 

product marketing that circulates on social media. For companies that want to release a new product,they should 

market their products through social media, because it gives a significant influence on the public awareness of a 

https://www.marketing91.com/marketing-communications/
https://www.marketing91.com/types-of-products/
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product. It is already proven that each independent variable formed refers to the dependent variable, and that is 

social media.  
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